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HEATED BALM
Introducing GenCanna’s BRAND-ready CBD-infused heated balm.
Our own blend of responsibly sourced ingredients, this power-packed formulation contains a blend of
natural essential oils that are known to help soothe menstrual discomfort. Applied topically to the belly
anytime/anywhere, our potent, on-the-go infusion of CBD, lavender, rosemary, black pepper and thyme
provides warming, nurturing, comforting support during her most difficult period of the month.

SPECIFICATIONS

WOMEN’S
HEALTH
Don’t forget to ask
about our entire
BRAND-ready white
label lineup.

APPEARANCE

CONSISTENCY

SCENT

Off-white waxy substance

Solid yet spreadable
texture

Lavender, rosemary and thyme

COMPONENTS

COMPOSITION

SHELF LIFE

Wax, butters and essential oils

Balm

30 months

COMPLIANCE
3 Produced in cGMP facilities; natural ingredients; clean label
3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories
CANNABINOID PROFILE

CONCENTRATION (per container)

Cannabidiol (CBD isolate)

300 mg
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Infusing Innovation In Everything We Do.

TRANSDERMAL PATCHES
Introducing GenCanna’s BRAND-ready CBD-infused transdermal patches.
This is state-of-the-science in topical delivery, absorbed through the skin for quick, discreet, prolonged
release. In a clever stick-on patch, our innovative health and wellness formulation includes adaptogens
and other focused ingredients, such as black cohosh, which is known for providing menstrual relief. Along
with 40 milligrams of CBD, they work together to help calm the effects of over-active hormones during
menstrual cycles.

SPECIFICATIONS

WOMEN’S
HEALTH
Don’t forget to ask
about our entire
BRAND-ready white
label lineup.

APPEARANCE

CONSISTENCY

SCENT

Oversized fabric bandage

Elastic

Lavender, rosemary & thyme

COMPONENTS

SHELF LIFE

Fabric and adhesive

24 months

COMPLIANCE
3 Produced in cGMP facilities; natural ingredients; clean label
3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories
CANNABINOID PROFILE

CONCENTRATION (per patch)

Cannabidiol (CBD isolate)

40 mg
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Infusing Innovation In Everything We Do.

BODY ROLL-ON
Introducing GenCanna’s BRAND-ready CBD-infused body roll-on.
When rubbed onto the soles of the feet, where skin pores are larger, or behind the ears or inner wrists,
where the dermis is thinner, our body roll-on ensures a more rapid absorption of our masterful blend of
therapeutic essential oils. These components, along with CBD, help to soothe menstrual discomfort.
Our own innovative blend of natural ingredients includes lavender, eucalyptus and neroli oils, whose
properties are increasingly linked to soothing the body discomfort associated with menstruation and PMS.

SPECIFICATIONS

WOMEN’S
HEALTH
Don’t forget to ask
about our entire
BRAND-ready white
label lineup.

APPEARANCE

CONSISTENCY

SCENT

Light-yellow liquid

Oil

OG kush and mango kush

COMPONENTS

SHELF LIFE

Oils and terpenes

30 months

COMPLIANCE
3 Produced in cGMP facilities; natural ingredients; clean label
3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories
CANNABINOID PROFILE

CONCENTRATION (per container)

Cannabidiol (CBD isolate)

500 mg
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Infusing Innovation In Everything We Do.

GREEN CLAY REBALANCING FACE MASK
Introducing GenCanna’s BRAND-ready CBD-infused green clay rebalancing face mask.
Enriched with French green clay and kaolin, this mask is great for cleansing the skin of dirt and excess
natural oils. This luxurious mask is enriched with hyaluronic acid, and infused with cucumber seed oil, green
tea, ﬁg and apple extracts. Together, these premium ingredients boost moisturization and barrier function,
which may be hard for skin to maintain as progesterone levels drop during menstrual cycles. It contains
fresh bergamot and lime essential oils to leave skin feeling and smelling fresh. Infused with CBD, this green
clay mask is perfect for restoring balance, as it soaks up excess oils, cleanses and fortiﬁes the skin.

SPECIFICATIONS

WOMEN’S
HEALTH
Don’t forget to ask
about our entire
BRAND-ready white
label lineup.

APPEARANCE

CONSISTENCY

SCENT

Light-green clay

Thick cream

Fresh bergamot and lime

COMPONENTS

SHELF LIFE

French green clay and kaolin, cucumber seed oil,
green tea, fig and apple extracts. Enriched with
hyaluronic acid.

30 months

COMPLIANCE
3 Produced in cGMP facilities; natural ingredients; clean label
3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories
CANNABINOID PROFILE

CONCENTRATION (per container)

Cannabidiol (CBD isolate)

1000 mg
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Infusing Innovation In Everything We Do.

SPOT CONTROL MOISTURIZER
Introducing GenCanna’s BRAND-ready CBD-infused spot control moisturizer.
Our spot control moisturizer helps address the kind of skin vulnerabilities many women experience each
month as progesterone levels drop during their menstrual cycles. Sea buckthorn oil acts as an antiinflammatory, helping to reduce redness and swelling while also nourishing the skin to soften and heal
scars. Sea buckthorn is a natural source of vitamins with anti-oxidizing properties. Tea tree leaf oil fights
the kind of bacteria that causes blemishes. Enriched with CBD, this soothing blend of ingredients supports
the skin’s natural defenses against dryness, redness and irritation.

SPECIFICATIONS

WOMEN’S
HEALTH
Don’t forget to ask
about our entire
BRAND-ready white
label lineup.

APPEARANCE

CONSISTENCY

SCENT

White cream

Creamy

Sea buckthorn and tea tree

COMPONENTS

SHELF LIFE

Natural oils and fruit extracts

30 months

COMPLIANCE
3 Produced in cGMP facilities; natural ingredients; clean label
3 Validated using trusted third-party accredited laboratories
CANNABINOID PROFILE

CONCENTRATION (per container)

Cannabidiol (CBD isolate)

1000 mg
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Infusing Innovation In Everything We Do.

